Mountain biking (round trip),
Bicycle tour around Hoher Kranzberg

Highlights of the tour
Medium-difficulty tour around Hoher Kranzberg
(1,391 m)
Many rest point opportunities on the Kranzberg
Clear mountain lakes, which invite visitors to
swim and relax
Tour description
This round-trip around Hoher Kranzberg in Mittenwald
begins with a ride through the streets, passing the
Schmalensee lake in the direction of "Klais." At the
top of "Quicken," in the Mittenwald "hummock
meadows," mountain bikers turn left onto a forest trail,
which leads to the toll road between Klais and Elmau.
A short distance beyond the toll booth, the climb up
through the Rossgraben ravine to the Wildensee lake
begins. From here, follow the road a short distance
down until the ascent to the Korbinianhütte lodge
branches to the right. From there, another short
distance down through the beech forest before things
become rather steep again. The paved road leads up
to the upper station of the Kranzberg chair lift and
onward to the Kranzberg summit lodge, the highest
point of the route at about 1,370 meters. The descent
then follows the so-called "Hirnschlagweg" to the
Ferchensee and Lautersee lakes, back to the center
of town in Mittenwald.
Refreshment stops along the way
Numerous refreshment stops on the route
(Wildensee lake, Korbinianhütte lodge, St.
Anton alpine tavern, Kranzberg, Ferchensee &
Lautersee lakes)
Restaurants in Mittenwald
General information about the tour
Alternative routes & other tips
Take a breather on the loungers at the summit of
Hoher Kranzberg (1,391 m). Park your mountain bike
a bit further down and relax in the comfortable
loungers on one of the most beautiful observation
decks in the Alpenwelt Karwendel region.
Parking options
Parking lot P1 at the train station in Mittenwald
(free)
Best time of year
Accessible from May to October
(weather-dependent)

tour data
Duration:

07:40 h

Distance:

25,3 km

Altitude:

713 m

Difficulty:

Difficult

elevation
Find all huts and
alpine cabins in
Alpenwelt Karwendel
with current
information

In case of emergencies:
In case of emergency, please inform the closest
rescue coordination center. You can reach this
regardless of your location, and across Germany, at
112.
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